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The problem formulated concerns the mutual impedance between two vertical d ipole 
antennas A and B located near the surface of a spherical smooth earth . The path between 
A and B is made-up of a number of homogeneous seg ments where the surface impedance is 
constant. Various formulas are developed, for two- and three-section paths, which are 
suitable for computation. Certain limiting cases are discussed and where possible a physical 
interpretation of the r esu lts is given. Comparisons with previous work are made. 

1. Introduction 

In the computation of the ground-wave field of a radio transmitter it is often assumed 
that the earth is a homogeneous and smooth conductillg sphere. While this is a satisfactory 
approach for many applications, such as estimating the coverage of broadcast transmissions, 
there is often a need for more precise determinations. For example, the phase characteristics 
of the ground wave are significantly influenced by inhomogeneities in conductivity that occur 
at coast lines. This is an important consideration in the prediction of errors in radio naviga
tional systems. 

An excellent semiempirical approach to the problem of calcul ating fields over an inhomo
geneoLls earth has been given by Millington [1949]. Sometime earlier Feinberg [1946] had 
formulated a genenl method for treating mLxed path over a flat earth. Similar results were 
obtained independently by Clemmow [1953] and Bremmer [1954]. The author [Wait, 1956a] 
showed that the integral formula for a two-section path could be easily derived by an appli
cation of the compensation theorem [Monteath, 1951] . It was also indicated in this paper 
[Wait, 19560,] thn.t the results could be readily generalized to a spherical earth. In a further 
paper [\Vait and Householder, 1957] extensive l1lunerical results were given for propagation 
over a two-section path on a spherical earth. Furutsu [1956] has also considered propagation 
over a spherical earth under mLxed-path conditions. His general method is based on solving 
the dual integral equations for the problem by an iterative procedure. 

It is the purpose of this report to discuss the theory for mLxed-path propagation over 
both two- and three-section paths on a smooth spherical earth. Some attention is given the 
various representations which may be used in practical field computations. The situation 
when one terminal is at great heights is considered in some detail since this solution describes 
the radiation pattern of an antenna when the ground plane is inhOlnogeneous. ' Vhere possible, 
a physical interpretation of the resul ts is given. 

2. Formulation for a Two-Section Path 

The mutual impedance Zab between two vertical antennas located at A and B over a 
spherical earth of radius a lS considered. The situation is illustrated in figure 1 where a 

F I GURE 1. Two-section path on a spherical earth. 

I Contribution from the Central Radio Propagation Laboratory, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo. 
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vertical cross section of the earth is shown. The great circle distance between A and B 
(measured along the surface of the earth) is d. The earth medium to the left of the boundary 
line has a conductivity rT and dielectric constant E. The corresponding constants for the medium 
to the right of the boundary are rT1 and EI. A variable P on the great circle path is a distance 
a from B. Then, for a> d], the surface impedance is . 

(1) 

(2) 

where /Lo is the permeability of the whole space which is assumed to be constant. 
The mutual impedance between the dipoles A and B for the two-section mixed path illus

trated in figure 1 is denoted Z'ab. It was shown previously [Wait, 1956a] that it could be 
expressed in the form 

I2(Z:b-Zab)~(Zl-Z) II (Hat ·H;t)dS (3) 
s 

where Z ab is the mutual impedance if the surface of the earth were homogeneous with surface 
impedance Z everywhere. jiat is the tangential magnetic field of dipole A over the homo
geneous earth while Rbt is the tangential magnetic field of dipole B over the inhomogeneous 
earth. The current in the dipoles are both taken equal to I for convenience. The surface 
of integration S extends over the region of the earth which is characterized by a surface im
pedance ZI. Equation (3) also follows directly from the work of Monteath [1951]. 

3. Reduction to a One-Dimensional Problem 

Equation (3) is essentially a two-dimensional integral equation for the fields . On a 
straightforward application of the principle of stationary phase, the surface integral can be 
reduced to a line integral from a= O to d l along the great circle path. Before stating this result 
it is convenient to introduce certain attenuation functions, TV and liJ1!, as follows 

Z = lalbi/Low -ikd Wed Z) ab 27rr] e , (4) 

and 

Z' = lalbi/LOw -ikdW'(dZZ) ab 27rd e , , I (5) 

where la andlb are the effective lengths of the dipoles A and B. It is to be understood that 
Wand W' are also functions of ha and hb' the height of dipole A and B above the ground. The 
functions Wand W' are normalized such that they would approach 1 if the earth were flat 
and perfectly conducting- and provided ha= hb= O. Consistently in what follows it is assumed 
that ha and hb«d«a. 

The resulting one-dimensional integral equation is given by 

w' (d,Z,Zl) ~ W(d ,Z) ford! < 0 

W'(d,Z,Zl)~W(d,Z)-(\~:dy /2 (ZI~Z)idl W(d-[~(~~;i~~Zl'Z) da for d! > O, 

where 1'/o= (/Lo/Eo)1 /2~1207r. (6) 

This result was obtained in an earlier paper [Wait and Householder, 1957] where certain 
numerical results were given for a two-section path in the frequency range 20 to 200 kc/s. 
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In the p1'esent work, it is desirable to introduce certain dimensionless parameters. These 
are defrned by 

iq= (ka/2)1/3 (Z/ T/ o) , 

i q, = (ka/2) 1/3 (Z I/T/o), 

X= (ka/2) 1/3 (d/a) , 

X = (ka/2) 1/3 (a/a), 

xI=(ka/2)1/3 (dl/a). 

Thus W' (x,q,ql) ~ W(x,q) for Xl < 0, and 

(7) 

for XI>O. It is immediately observed that 1IF' (x,ql ,q) in the integrand may be replaced by 
W (x,ql) since :i:< XI over the range of in tegration . Therefore 

(8) 

An alternate form of this equation is easily obtained by regarding the left-hand portion of the 
path as a modification to the homogeneous ear th of surface impedance ZI' Thus 

, ! X 1 rv X- X, ql x, q A ( )
1/ 2 j 'X-X T:r7( A )W(A ) 

W (X, ql ,q) ~ 11 (X,ql) + 7ri (q- ql) 0 [x (x- x) ]1 /2 dx. (9) 

4. Alternate Representations 

Equat ions (8) and (9) are explicit integral formulas to permit the computation of the 
attenuation function lV'in terms of the attenuation functions W appropriate for a homogeneous 
earth. The latter are well-known from the theory of van del' Pol and Bremmer [1937] and 
Fock [1945]. From their work it follows that 

(10) 

where 
X= (ka/2) 1/ 3 (d/a) , 

The coefficients ts are solutions of the equation 

(11) 

where WI (t ) is an Au'y integral and the prime indicates a derivative with respect to t. In terms 
of Hankel functions of order one thu'd, wI(t) =exp (-27ri/3)(-7rt/3) 1/2I-li7l (2 /3)(- t)3 /2] . The 
notation used here is elosely akin to that used by Fock [1945] . 

In a similar fashion, 

where t }l) are solutions of 

USU1g (10) and (12), the integration in (8) may be readily carried out to yield 
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1-

The double summation converges quite rapidly if XI is of the order of unity or greater and 
provided that either Ya and Y b are not large compared with unity. 

W'hen XI is small, the double series expansion given in (14) becomes very poorly convergent. 
An alternate expansion for the case h b= O is obtained by using the following representation 
[Bremmer, 1953 and 1958; Wait, 1956]. 

W(X,ql) = ~ A meim>r/4qi"(x)m/2 (15) 
m = O, 1,2, . . . 

where 

A o= l, 

Using this result along with the residue series representation for W(x -x,q) enables (8) to be 
expressed in the form 

W'(x,q,ql) = W(x,q) -ix1/ 2(ql-q) :8 :8 A mei1U7r/4qifm_1 WI (ts-Ya) (16) 
8= 1 m = O 2 WI (t s) 

where 

The integral f m - l may be reduced by the following recurrence relation 
- 2-

(17) 

(18) 

Successive application of this equation enables f (m-I)/2 to be expressed in terms of fo and L I /2 • 

These are given by 

(19) 

and 

(20) 

where erf (Z) is the errol' integral of argument Z. 
The double series expansion given by (16) is highly convergent if x is somewhat greater 

than 1 and Xl is somewhat less than unity. In fact, if I qixd~ l, only the m = O terms need be 
retained. Furthermore, if in addition Xl ~1, 

And thus, 

(21) 

The term in square brackets can be regarded as the correction to the attenuation function as a 
result of the portion of the path from x = O to Xl. In terms of the original parameters of the 
problem, the square bracket term becomes 
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(22) 

This same correction emerged from the corresponding theory for the flat-earth case [Wait , 
1956b]. 

5. Solution for One Antenna at Great Heights 

When one terminal becomes elevated to a large height such that Ya or Yb» 1, it is desirable 
[following Fock, 1945] to replace the attenuation function W by an auxiliary function V. This 
function V actually characterizes the far zone radiation pattern of a vertical antenna on the 
curved surface [Wait and Conda, 1958]. First it is noted that if Jy - t J» 1 

Wl(t-y)~e-i"/4(y_t)-1/4 exp [ -i ~ (y-t)3 12]- (23) 

Furthermore, if also y » t, 

(24) 

This latter asymptotic relation enables W(x,q) to be written in the form 

(25) 

wh ere 

(26) 

This suggests that the radiation pattern function V' (X,q,ql) for the mL'{ed path be defined by 
the-relation 

(27) 

The integral formula for V' may then be obtained directly frOITl (8), thus 

" " V ' (X ) = VeX )+ (q, - q)iX'V( X -X, g) W(X,q,) dK 
,q,ql ,q (i)1/2 " .L 

7r 0 (X) 1/2 
(28) 

where 

,- (ka)1 /3d-~2aha 
X=X- -VYa~ 2 a' 

It should be noted that X can be positive or negative depending on whether d is greater or less 
than (2aha)I/2. 

An alternate form for V'is obtained from (9), thus 

" " V '(""IT )= V(X )+(q- q')Jx, W(X - X,q,)V(X,q)d K 
L'>-,g,q, ,q1 (')112 _ " .L 

7r~ -->/Y. (X _ X)1/2 
(29) 

where Xl = Xl- --lila. Since Ya» 1, the lower limit of this integral is effectively - OJ • 

Series formulas for V I (X,q,gl) can be readily obtained in the manner discussed above 
for W' (X,q,ql) _ However, these are applicable only in the present situation if X > O since the 
series given in (26) is divergent for X < 0. A more suitable approach is to use the contour 
integral representation for V(X,q). This is given by 
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(30) 

The contour is chosen so that it encloses (in a clockwise sense) the poles of the integrand at 
t= ts. It is readily verified that -27f"i times the sum of the residues leads back to (26). It is 
now convenient to write 

(31) 

where 

(32) 

Methods for evaluating the coefficients an(q) have been discussed by Logan [1959]. 
The above representation for V and the series form for the W given by (15) enable the 

integration in (28) for V' to be readily carried out. The result is 

where 

Jd ," - I 
1 A A - 2- A 

P n ",-1= (X_x)n(x) dx. 
• 2 0 

The integral Pn . m ; l can be reduced by using the following formula 

Successive applications enable P n, m-2 1 to be expressed in terms of P '" where 
"2 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

The above double-series representation for V' converges very rapidly when both IXI and Xl are 
reasonably small compared to 1. 

6. Three-Section Path 

The next most obvious extension is to a three-part medium. The situation is illustrated 
in figure 2. The approach used amounts to a successive application of the theory for the two
part medium. The path, between A and B , consists of three segments whose surface imped
ances are Z , Z2 and Zl' The length of the latter two segments are d2 and dl . Using the 

FIGURE 2. Three-section path on a spherical earth. 
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above-mentioned method, it really follows that the expression for the resultant attenuation 
function may be written 

where W(d,Z) is the attenuation function characteristic of propagation from A to B over a 
homogeneous earth of surface impedance Z. W(d- a,Z ) and W( a,Zt) are attenuation functions 
for propagation over homogeneous surfaces of surface impedances Z and ZI , r espectively. The 
integration variable a can be regarded as a great circle distance mcasured from B. The 
W' (a,ZI,Z2) occurring in the second integral is the appropriate attenuation function for propa
gation over the two-part medimn from B to a point a on the middle segment. 

For numerical work it is again convenient to introduce the dimensionless parameters used 
for the two-section theory. Thus 

(38) 

where 

and the other quantities have their usual meaning. From (8) and (9) we may deduce that 

Of course it would be possible to obtain various series formulas for W' for a three-section 
path, but in general these would be cmnbersome. It is considered to be preferable to work 
directly with (38) and carry out the integration numerically since presumably W' (x ,i1I,Q2) 
would be known from the two-section theory. 

There is a rather simple limiting case of (38) which is rather in teresting. W e take q= ql 
and X2«X and Xt- To this approximation, the first integral on the right-hand side of (38) 
vanishes and the integrand in the second integral is essentially a constant over the range Xl 

to Xl +X2' Thus 

(41) 

This simple formula has a clear physical interpretation. The second term on the right-hand 
side can be r egarded as the field scattered by the strip of width X2. It is proportional to q2 - q 
(or Z2-Z) which is th e surface impedance contrast and it also is proportional to the attenua
tion functions W (x-xJ,q) and W(XI,q) which r espectively account for the attenuation from 
A to the strip, and from the strip to B. Such an equation is analogous to the first Born 
approximation in scattering theory. 

In the foregoing discussion of the three-section theory the antenna heights ha and hb' of 
A and B r espectively, may be arbitrary (provided that loa and hb«a). When the height of 
one terminal is large, such that Ya» l , for example, it is again convenient to define a radiation 
pattern fun ction V'. In this case, 
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( 4:!) 

where all quantities on the right-hand side have their usual meaning. 

7 . Some Extensions of the Theory 

It is of interest to apply the compensation theorem as expressed by (3) to a spherical 
earth in the case when the surface impedances are a function of distance along the great circle 
distance cl between A and B. 'l'he one-dimensional form of (3) may be written in terms of the 
attenuation functions as follows 

W'( x) = W( X)+(~)1/ 2 [ Xl[ (x)- (x)]W(x-x ,q) W'(x ,ql,q) clx (44) 
q,ql, q, 7r'/, Jo ql q [x (X-X)]I /2 

where ql and q are now functions of x (or a) the great circle distance from B. Of course, if 
ql and q are constant, (44) is identical to (7). 

It is believed that (44) could be solved directly by numerical means if q is taken as a con
stant corresponding to the unmodified homogeneous earth and ql (x) is some specified function 
of x over the range from 0 to Xl' Equation (44) also permits an approximate treatment of 
transition regions. To illustrate this latter point we consider a three-section path as shown 
in figure 2. Now, however, the middle section is considered to have a surface impedance which 
is a function of a. Thus, q2 is a function of x over the region from Xl to Xl +X2. The attenua
tion function for this particular path may be expressed by 

(45) 

where W' (X,q,ql) is the appropriate two-section attenuation function and is given explicitly 
by (8) . Now on the assumption that X2 is small compared with both Xl and X2 it is permissible 
to replace W' in the integral in (45) by W(XI ,ql)' Admittedly, this is a first-order approxima
tion but it should be adequate since the relative contribution of the integral is expected to be 
small in any case. To the same approximation W(x-x,q) in the integrand can be replaced 
by W(X-XI,q). Thus 

(46) 

where 

8. Appendix 

In the main text of the paper the attenuation function W for a homogeneous earth con
sistently appears. It is of interest to see that an integral equation for W in the case ha= hb=O 
emerges directly from (44). To show this we allow Xl to approach zero in (44) and then we 
imagine the unmodified surface to be a flat, perfectly conducting plane between A and B. 
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Thus, the appropriate value W(x,l[) is simply exp (ix3/12). (The quantity x3/12 is the difference 
between the arc and the chord betvveen A and E.) Furthermore, the appropriate value of the 
surface impedance along the arc AE over a conducting plane is easily found to be given by 

or 

Thus 

d-a 
Zr:;;;f,-'Yio~ 

( X)1 /2( X[ (x-x) ] 
W ' (X,(b(x)) = eiX3 /12+ 7ri Jo 1[1 (x)-i - 2- (47) 

Now if 1[1 is a constant throughout the length of the path, W' in the abovo equation becomes 
by definition the attenuation function for a homogeneous path. Thus 

(48) 

This integral equation has been derived by Hufford [1952] who also shows that its solu tion 
is the residue series 

(49) 

where tr are roots of 

In a similar manner it may be shown that 

where 

(51) 

These particular integral equations have also been discussed by Logan [1959]. 

The author thanks Mrs. Eileen Brackett for her assistance in preparing the manuscript 
and Mrs. Alyce Conda for checking the equations. 
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Selected Abstracts 

Two magneto-ionic phenome na permitting the observation 
of valley minima between th e E and F regions in the Arctic. 
J . W. Wright, pp. 85-93 of Some ionospheric results obtained 
during the International Geophysical Year; Proc . symp. 
organized by the U RSI / A G I committee, Brussels, 1959, edited 
by W. J . G. Beynon (Elsevier Publ. Co., Amsterdam, 1960). 
Two phenomena are described which resul t from t he influence 
of electron collisions on radio wave reflections from t he E 
region at high magnetic latitudes. One permi ts observation 
of t he depth of t he "va lley" betwee n t he E and F regions; 
t he ot her permi ts t he mea uremen t of e lectron rl ensity at a 
fixed and known height in this valley, when it exists. 

The CRPL electron density profil e programme: Some features 
and early results, J . W. Wright, pp. 215-220 of Some iono
spheric results obtained during the International Geophysical 
Year; Proc. symp. organized by the U RSI/AGI committee, 
Bmssels, 1959, ediled by W. J . G. B eynon (Elsevier P1,bl. Co., 
Amsterdam, 1960). 
E lectron density d ata and other quantities (hmaxF2, scale 
height, total electron content) provided. by red uction of 
vertical soundin gs to N (h) p rofi les at CRPL, are described. 
A model of t he Ji' region above hmaxF2 is developed, corre
sponding to a Chapman profi le of 100 km scale heio·ht, and is 
shown to be in agreement wi th avai lable rocket and moon
echo data. Ver tical cross sections of t he ionosphere across 
the geomagnetic equator are illustrated and di scussed. 

Pecularities of the ionosphere in the Far East: Sporadic E 
and F r egion scatter, E. K . Smith, Jr. , and J . W. Finney, 
pp. 182-191 of Some ionospheric results obtained during the 
International Geophysical Year; Proc. symp. organized by 
the URS I /AGI committee, B russels, 1959, edited by W. J . G. 
B eynon (Elsevier Publ . Co ., Amsterdam, 1960). 
Through a study of ionosonde data from t he world-wide net
work of statio.1s and of misceUaneou obli que-incidence 
field-strength measurements made in Japan and t he Uni ted 
States it was discovered short ly before the beginning of t he 
10 Y that sporadic E appears considerably more intense in 
t he Far East t han in similar latitudes in the \Vestern Hemi
sphere. Comparisons of sporadic E data are very difficult, 
unless made under identical condi tions. Therefore an experi
ment was designed which consisted of recording transmission 
loss over two matched 50 Mc/s oblique-incidence circuits of 
approximately 800 miles in length, one in the Far East and 
t he other in t he Caribbean . The principal advantage of an 
oblique-incidence circui t over a vertical-incidence one at t he 
equivalent frequency (about 11 Mc/s in t hi s case) is t hat 
although t he amount of sporadic E observed would be com
parable, t he effect of D region absorption in decibels at 
50 Mc/s would be less t han at 11 Mc/s by a factor of about 4.5. 

Studies of scattering phenome na in the equatorial ionosphere 
based upon VHF trans missions across the magnetic equator, 
K . L . Bowles and R. Cohen, pp. 192-195 of Some ionospheric 
results obtained during the International Geophysical Year; 
Proc. symp. organised by lhe U RSI! A G I commillpe, B russels, 
1959, edi ted by W. J. G. Beynon (Elsevier P ubl. Co., Amster
dam, 1960). 
Results have been attained pertaining to t he phenom ena of 
equatorial sporadic E, equatorial spread Ji', and propagation 
by means of ionospheric radio wave scattering at VHF near 
the magnetic eq uator. These studies are the results of IGY 
experi mentation in South Ameri ca uti lizing 50 Mc/s t rans
missions crossing t he magnetic eq uator at Huancayo, Peru, 
and over other oblique paths. Addi tiona l ionospheric experi
ments were also conducted in Huancayo at vertical incidence. 

It has been established that a close relationship exists between 
t he magnetic manifestations of t he equatorial electrojet cur
rent above Huancayo, t he occurrence on Huancayo ionograms 
of equatorial sporadic E, and the intensity and fading rate of 
VHF signals propagated by the ionosphere over Huancayo. 
The zone in which E region cffccts of the equatorial current
stream are apparent extends over somc 10° of latitude. Also, 
the scatter propagation in the equatorial ionosphere is 
characterized by higher signal-level and by more rapid 
fading-rates t han are observed in the iono p here at temperate 
latit udes, and signal-strengths remain high t hroughout t he 
night. The feasibility of uti li zing ionospheric scattering for 
communications in equatorial regions seems qu ite promising. 
Curiously, ionospheric scatter propagation at VHF similar to 
that associated with sporadic E formations in temperate 
latit ud es is observed from time to time just to the North a nd 
South of t he magnetic equator, b ut its occurrence appears to 
be excluded in t he immediate vicinity of that equator. 
F ur t her a rem arkable scnsitivity to polarization was estab
lished in HF radar ec hoes obtained at vertical incidence from 
t he diffuse region (bounded by t he slant sporadic E and 
extending to the q-type sporadic E), comprising the typical 
magnetic-eq uatorial poradic E configuration appearin g on 
Huancayo ionograms. The e diffuse echoes were obtained 
with an antenna-array polarizcd magnetic Nor th-South, but 
were vir t ually eliminatedllpon using an East-West polari zed 
antenna-array for t ransmitting and/or receiving. 
Ionosphcri c propagation by scattering from the Ji' region was 
sought over a tmnseqllatorial path employing a 2580 km 
t ransmitter-receiver separation. Propagation by F-scatter 
was present only about 10 percent of t he time, and t hi s was 
during eve ning hours, when en hancements in signal-strength 
above t he levels due to E r egion propagation wcre found to 
occur over t his circuit, gener ally before midnight. A sufficient 
and nearly nacessary condition for t he occurrence of such 
openings was found to be the presence of eq uatorial spread F 
indications on the Huancayo ionograms. By the variation of 
antcnna radiation patterns and by oblique ill cidence pulse
delay measurements, t he height of the propagation medium 
sustaining t his F -scatter was established, in general, to be 
iden tifi able with the lowest height of t he associated equatorial 
spread Ji' seen on Huancayo ionograms. Thus, t he spread-F 
time delays are not t he r esult of an intervening screen below 
the Ji' region t hat is invisible on the ionograms, as had been 
suggested in cer tain t heoretical explanations. F urther , the 
received p ulses over the obli que path were but li tt le wider 
than t hose transmitted. This lack of pu lse-broadenin g and 
t he narrowing of t he equatorial spread Ji' con figuration on the 
Hua ncayo ionogram upon usin g a high-gain antenna-array 
t here at vertical in cidence, indicate t hat t he equatorial spread 
Ji' consists of a t hin sheet of irregularities. From the pulse 
measuremen ts, the t hickness of t his sheet is estimated at t he 
order of 50 km. The not a lways perfect comparisons in t he 
lowest heights of Huancayo spread Ji' with heights deduced 
from pulse-delay in the Ji'-scatter is interpret.ed as evidence 
for a limi ting geographical extension of a given scattering 
sheet in t he F region. Pola rization measurements similar to 
those described above prove indirectly t hat t he equatoria l 
spread F' echoes observed at Huancayo must arrive from the 
magnetic East-"Vest direction; i.e., t hat or thogonali ty to the 
magnetic fi eld is imposed as a requirement for obtaining t hem . 
This is good evidence t hat t he irregularities are elongated in 
t he Nort h-South direction, a long t he earth's magnetic lines 
of force . Thus, the time delays associated wi t h eq uatorial 
spread Ji' at Hllancayo must arise from echoes to the East and 
West of t he zenith. From t he success in obtaining scattering 
at 50 Mc/s up to h eights of 500 km or more, it may be inferred 
t hat irregularities of scale size 10 metres or smaller , measured 
normal to t he magnetic fi eld lines, can exist up to these heights 
at nigh t in the equatorial Ji' region . 
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Standard frequencies and time signals from NBS stations 
WWV and WWVH, by Radio Standards Laboratory, NBS 
Misc. Pub. 236 (Dec. 1, 1960). 
Detailed descrip tions are given of six technical services 
broadcast by National Bureau of Standards radio stations 
WWV and WWVH. The services include 1, standard radio 
frequencies; 2, standard audio frequencies; 3, standard t im e 
interva ls; 4, standard musical pitch ; 5, t ime signals; and 6, 
r adio propagation forecasts . Other domestic and foreign 
standard frequency and time signal broadcasts are tabulated. 

Near infrared atmospheric transmission to solar radiation , 
D . M . Gates, J . Opt. Soc. Am. 50, No. 12, 1299- 1304 (Dec. 
1960) . 
Near infrared sola r spectrum observations taken on October 
15, 1954 with a double-pass N aCI prism spectrometer have 
been analyzed for transmission coefficients for t he "selective" 
absorption factor an d for t he "continuum" factor . The 
analys is was carried out for 59 wavelength positions between 
0.872 and 2.537}L. The monochromatic data fit well the law 
InT= cJ(w)I!2 where w is t he amount of water vapor in t he 
optical path. The coefficient CJ is given as a continuous 
function of the wavelength. A coefficient of extinction for 
t he " continuum" factor is also given. 

Limitations of radiosonde punch-card records for radio
meteorological studies, B . R. Bean and B. A. Cahoon, 
J. Geophys. R esearch 66, No.1, 328-381 (J an. 1961). 
Instrumental and data r eduction restrictions affect the con
version of radiosonde data into r a dio refractive index profiles. 
It is found that over half of t he elevated radio ducts reported 
by t he observer will be missed due solely to t he standard 
criteria established for rejection of data points in t he process 
of preparing punch-card records. 
An extensive collection of radiosonde data containing all 
observed levels is now avai lable from some seventy locations 
on and near the .North American Continelit. 

VLF phase perturbation associated with meteor shower 
ionization, C. J . Chilton, J . Geophys. R esearch 66, No.2, 
379-383 (Feb. 1961) . 
Anomalies associated with t he Lyrid, o-Aquarid, and Perseid 
m eteor showers were observed on the daily phase variation 
of the 16 kc/s transmission from Rugby, England, to Boulder , 
Colorado. The effective reflection heights estimated from 
these anomalies are 80, 81, and 83 km respectively. 

Microwave spectroscopy- Atomic frequency standards, J . M. 
Richardson, Encyclopedia of Spectroscopy, edited by G. L. 
Clark (Reinhold Publ. Corp., New York, N.Y., 1960). 
The topic of atomic frequency standards is surveyed in a 
general way with emphasis on principles and current results. 
Atomic transitions satisfy very well certain requirem ents of 
a good standard ; namely, constancy, precision, renewability, 
and convenience . T echnique of observation, re~ults, and 
limitations of several types of atomic frequency standards 
are described. These are t he gas absorption, atomic beam, 
maser, and optical pumping methods. The atomic resonance 
m ay be used as a resonator or as a frequency controlling 
element in a control m echanism. Useful applications are 
improvement in the time scale, analysis of power spectra and 
line shapes, and tests of certain postUlates of special and 
general relativity. 

A theoretical study of sporadic-E structure in the light of 
radio measurements, K. T ao, NBS TN87 (PB161588) 
($1.25) . 
The t heoretical aspects of the m echanisms of sporadic-E 
refiections are described from both t he standpoint of a thin 
layer and a scattering model. For the thin layer model, thin 
di electric layers which h ave various distributions of electron 
density a re considered . It is also poi nted out that the scatter
ing theory for which a n autocorrelation function of the 
fluctu a tion of elec tron densi ty is given by modified Bessel 
function s of t he fourth t hrou gh t he seve!lth order is an 
available model for sporadic-E scatter. Moreover blobs of 
ionization which have a horizontal scale of t he order of 200 m 
and a vertical scale of ahout 50 m are considered for sporadic-E 
scatter. The frequen cy and distance dependences of the 
oblique VHF propagation by m eans of the sporadic-E layer 
a re discussed by comparing t he theoretical results with 
experimental evidence. 

The NBS meteor-burst propagation project- a progress report, 
C. E. Hornback, L . D. Breyfogle, and G. R. Sugar, NBS 
TN86 (PB161587) (1960 ) $1.25. 
This report briefly describes a m eteor-burst p ropagation
study progra m at BS-Boulder Laboratories and presents 
some of t he preliminary analysis results. Observations h ave 
been m ade with scaled system s over three different paths 
(Long Bra nch-Table Mesa, Norman-Fargo, and Barrow
K enai ) at frequencies of 30, 50, and 74 Mc/s. The recorded 
data is processed by a combination of manual and automatic 
methods . The preliminary results show about a 10-db diurnal 
variation in threshold for a constant duty-cycle . Thresholds 
for a constant duty-cycle were observed to have an approxi
mate frequency dependence r elative to 30 Mc/s of 15 db 
lower for 50 Mc/s and 30 db lower for 74 Mc/s . There was 
no st atisti cally -significant difference observed in t he 
occurrence of meteor-bursts from a Poisson distribution. 

Oblique incidence receiving antenna array for a relative 
ionospheric opacity meter, A. C. Wilson, NBS T N78 
(PB161579) (Nov. 1960) 50 cents. 
Experimen tal m easure ments incidental to the design of an 
an tenna for a relative ionospheric opacity m eter (RIO 
M eter) are described. 
The frequency of operation is 50 M c. The antenna r equire
men ts are that t he main lobe of the antenna is directed at 
23 ° above t he horizon , t he h alf-power beam-widt h in t he 
ver tical plane does not exceed 10 °, t he minimum front-to-back 
ratio is at least 13 decibels, and the side-lobe levels are at 
least 10 decibels below the m aximum r esponse in bo t h t he 
E - and H-planes. Since t he antenna is for use in Alaska, it 
is to be of simple design and physically a ble to wi t hstand any 
anticipated wind and ice loads. 
The final antenna design is an array of three stacked horizontal 
dipoles with t wo optimally spaced reflec tors behind each 
dipole to obtain the required direc tivity. The narrow m ain 
lobe of t he antel1l1a directed at an angle of 23° a bove the 
horizon is obtained by properly spaced and phased dipoles 
above t he ground . The half-power beamwidt h in t he vertical 
plane is computed t o be 7~~0. The front-to-back ratio over 
t he r ear 180 ° sector is not less t han 20 decibels, and the 
half-power beamwidth in t he E-plane is 74°. 
Two complete receiving antenna arrays were constructed, 
adj usted , and tested. These antennas were installed in 
Alaska where they are now in use by an auroral transmission 
loss project. 

A study of auroral coruscations, W. H. Campbell and M. H. 
Rees, J. Geophys, Research 66, No. 1, 41-55 (Jan. 1961 ). 
Short period variations in the N 2+ (0, 0) auroral emission 
band represent 5 per cent of the total light in t he 3914A 
region. These quasi-periodic coruscations have a dominant 
period of 6 t o 10 seconds . They attain a maximum amplitude 
in t he predawn hours and are closely related to magnetic 
fi eld micropulsations and ionospheric absorption of cosmic 
noise. Spectroscopic t riangula tion showed that the variations 
originate in t he E region of the ionosphere . Thc profile of 
the electron densi ty associated with the aurora was found to 
have a maximum value of 1.1 X 1.Q6 electrons p er cubic 
centimeter at 98 kilometers. 

Reports on CSAGI Disciplines, Part Ai, The Airglow, by 
F. E. Roach . Annals of the International Geophysical Year, 
X 134- 137 (P ergamon Press, New York, 1960). 
Hourly zeni th intensities of the night airglow in rayleighs for 
IGY and I GC. Results from 28 stations. 

Propagation of electromagnetic pulses in a homogeneous 
conducting earth, J . R. Wa it. A ppl.Sci. R esearch, Section B, 
8, 213-253 (1960). 
A general analysis for the electromagnetic response of con
ducting media due to pulse excitation is presented. The 
t reatment is based on t he Laplace t ransform theory. First, 
a survey of the field is m ade and the limitations and scop e of 
t he previous work are pointed out. The theory of propaga
tion of a plane wave pulse in a conducting and homogeneous 
medium of infinite extent is t hen r eviewed . The form of t hese 
results enable one to evaluate the relative importance of the 
conductivity and the dielectric constant. It is indicated , for 
snfficiently large t im es in the transient response, that displace-
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ment currents may be safely neglected for sea water and for 
most geological m edia. Under this assumption, the wave
form of t he electric fi eld in a conducting medium is illustrated 
for the case where t he source is an electric dipole energized by 
a step-function current. Results are a lso presented for 
exponent ial and bell-shaped source fUllctions. The pulse 
sha pe of t he fi eld components is profoundly modified as they 
propagate t hrough t he medium. It is suggested that this 
proper ty may be utilized in measuring distances in the earth's 
cru st. The more difficult problem of propagation in non
infinite conducting media is also considered. To account for 
t he presence of the interface in a conducting half space (i.e., 
homogeneous fiat ground), a rather involved analytical ex
pression for the transient fields is required. Certain special 
cases, such as a horizontal electric dipole at the interface, are 
illustrated by numerical results. The transient excitation of 
a wire loop lying on the surface of a homogeneo us ground is 
a lso considered. Fina lly, transient coupling between pairs of 
p ar a llel insulated wires grounded at t heir end points is treated 
as an extension of t he earlier results. 

Ionospheric absorption at times of auroral and magnetic 
pulsations, W . H . Campbell a nd H. Leinbach, J. Geophys. 
R esearch 66, No.1, 25-35 (Jan. 1961 ). 
A study in March and April 1960, showed variations in the 
auroral zone ionospheric absorption of cosmic noise to be 
closely related to magnetic field micropulsations a nd shor t 
period coruscation s of A 3914. At times of polar-cap type 
a bsorption, magn etic micropulsation amplit udes were dimin
ished. Auroral ionizat ion in t he E region, estimated from a 
p ar t icular luminosity-height profile, accounted for 50 per 
cent, at least, of the cosmic noise absorption. 

Tests for regression coefficients when errors are correlated, 
M. M . Siddiqui. Annals of llfath. Stat. 31, No.4, 929-938 
(Dec. 1960). 
In a previous paper the covariances of least-squares estimates 
of regression coeffi cients a nd t he expected value of t he 
estimate of residu al variance were in vestigated when the 
errors are assumed to be correlated. In t his pa per we will 
investigate the distribution of t he usual test statistics for 
regression coeffici en ts under t he same ass umptions. App lica
t ions of the theory to t he cases of testing a sin gle sample mean, 
the difference bet ween t he means of t wo samples, t hc coeffi
c ients in a linear t r end and in regression on t rigonometric fun c
t ions will be discussed in some detail under an assum ed covari
a nce matrix for errors. 

Climatic charts and data of the radio refractive index for the 
United States and the World, B. R. Bean, J . D . H orn, and 
A. M. Ozanich, J r., NBS Mono . 22 (Nov. 25, 1960) $2.00. 
The radio refracti ve index of a ir, n = 1 + N X 10- 6, is a fun ction 
of atmospheric pressu re, temperature, an d humidity and 
var ies in a systematic fashion wit ll clim ate. 
Included in t his Monograph is a co mpilat ion of refractive 
index data. D ata list ings made up of observations from 45 
U.S. surface weather stations for 2-hour intervals over an 
S-year period are given. Mean values, m axima, minima, and 
s tandard deviations of t he refractive index have been cal
culated a nd tabulated for these obser vatio ns. Additionally, 
m ean vertica l profi les of the refractive index have been pre
pared for 43 U.S. upper air sounding stations from long-term 
means of pressure, temperature, and humidity. 
Earlier studies of refractive index climate are assimilated and 
put in to p erspect ive. One such study is an extensive analysis 
a nd m apping of t he refractive index climate of the United 
States. A worldwide radio refractive index climatology is 
developed based upon mont hly mean observations of press ure, 
temperature, and humidity. 
An importa nt finding of these climatological investigations is 
t he s trong correla tion of N with height. A reduced-to-sea
level value of t he index, termed No, is u sed to eliminate t his 
systematic height dependence. The surface value of N, N., 
m ay be estimated four to five times m ore accurately from 
charts of N o than from similar-sized charts of N . itself. 
From climatic charts of No, N 8 may be estimated at any given 
location in the United States throughout the day during every 
season. In addition detailed annual and diurna l cycles, as 
well as S-year cumulative probability distributions, a re given 
for 12 representat ive U.S. stations. 

On a worldwide basis, charts of mean No are presented for 
both summer and winter season. 

Diffractive corrections to the geometrical optics of low
frequency propagation, J . R . ·Wait. Electromagnetic Wave 
Propagation (International Conference Sponsored by the 
Postal and Telecommunications Group of the Brussels Uni
versal Exhibition) , edited by M. Desimnt and J . L. Michiels, 
pp. 87- 101 (Academic P ress, New York, N.Y., 1960). 
The influence of caustics in low frequency radio propagation 
is studied. Correction factors to be applied to the geometrical 
optical representat ions a re presented in the form of graphs. 
Particular attention is paid to the treatment of the caustic 
which occurs at t he geometri cal horizon of t he first hop sky 
wave. It is shown that t he a ppa re nt infinity in t he con
vergence coefficient can be removed when t he wave nat ure of 
the problem is considered . Antipodal phenom ena are a lso 
discussed. 

NOTE. In this paper the publishe r deleted the captions 
for Figures 7a, 7b, Sa, and Sb. These sbould read: 

F ig. 7a- The factor IFI for sea water, , = SO'o, 0" = 5 mhos/ 
meter, a= 4/3 X 4360 km. 

Fig. 7b-The phase, of the factor F, for sea wa ter. 

F ig. Sa- The factor IFI for average land, , = 15'0,0"= 5 X 10- 3 

mhos/meter, a= 4/3 X 4360 km . 

Fig. Sb- The phase 11, of t he factor F, for average land. 

Furthermore, in the e four figures the abscissae should be 
labelled "Angle below horizon (0- 0,) /2." Also, in equation 
(25) the factor (F ) is defin ed by 

(F)=IFI eit. 
2 

where IFI and 11 are t he quantities plotted in Figures 7 and S. 

Propagation of electromagnetic waves along a thin plasma 
sheet, J . R . W ait, Can. J. Phys. 38, 1586- 1594 (Dec. 1960). 
It is shown t hat a t hin ionized s heet will support a t rapp ed 
surface wave. The effect of a constant and uniform magnetic 
fi eld is to modify t he phase veloc ity and polari zation of t he 
surface wave. The essentia l features a re illustra ted by nu
merical rcsults for selected values of t he electron density, 
collision frequency, an d gyro frequency. The effect of locat
ing t he p lasma sh eet near and parallel to a conductin g plane 
is also co nsidered . In t his s it uat ion other modes of a wa ve
guide type a re p ossible in addi t ion to t he s urface wave. 

Ionospheric mapping by numerical me thod s, \\". B . J ones and 
R. M . Gallet, '1'elecomm. J ., J ournal U l '1', No. 12, 260e- 264e 
( Dec. 1960). 
One of the most diffi cult problems encoun te red in forecasting 
conditions for long-distance radio propagation is t he m apping 
of ionospheric characteristics. A satisfactory method has 
been developed for mapping t he continuous t ime va riations on 
a world-wide basis of any ionospheric quantity entirely by 
numerical methods and electronic co mpu t ing. 
As an illustration , t he method is app li cd to m apping the 
monthly median values of t he cr it ical f req ucncy of t he F2 
layer (foF2) for D ecember 1957. Inpu t to t he co mputE' r con
sists of t he data as t hey a re tabulated at 109 available sta
tions. An analysis is pe rfo rmed by prog ressively fitting series 
of orthogonal funct ions in t hree coordin ates : time, latitude, 
a nd longitude. Two main ditIi cult ies have been overcome: 
(1) t he data were irregula rly posit ioned in t he two space 
dimensions, a nd (2) t hey were affected by statistical noise. 
The end product of t he analysis is a numerical map, or mathe
matical fun ction, defin ed by a table of coeffi cients, small in 
comparison with t he number of input data. 
Many applications can be made using the table of coeffici en ts. 
For example, a variety of graphical representations and s ta
t ist ical t ests for accuracy may be produced, as well as fore
casting ionospheric conditions using a suitable solar index. 
The numerical m ethods are general enough to be applied to 
any geophysical quantity much as meteorological or geomag
netic characteristics varying continuously with t ime on a 
world-wide basis. 
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Other NBS Publications 

Journal of Research, Vol. 65A, No.3, May-June 1961. 
70 cents. 

Internat ional practical temperature scale of 1948. Text 
revision of 1960, H. F. Stimson. 

Evaluation of t he N BS unit of resistance based on a com
putable capacitor, R. D. Cutkosky. 

Wavelengths and intensities in the first spectrum of bromine, 
2000 to 13000 A, J. L. T ech and C. H . Corliss. 

Torsional resonance vibrations of uniform bars of sq uare 
cross section, vV. E. T efft and S. Spinner. 

Infrared studies of aragonite, calcite, and vaterite type 
struct ures in the borates, carbonates, and nit rates, C. E. 
Weir and E. R. Lippincott. 

Dielectric properties of polyamides: polyhexamethylene 
adipamide and polyhexamethylene sebacamide, A. J . 
Curtis. 

H eat of formation of calcium aluminate monocarbonate at 
25 °C, H. A. Berman and E. S. Newman. 

Thermodyna mic constants for association of isomeric chloro
benzoic and toluic acids with 1,3-diphenylguanidin e in 
benzene, M. M. Davis a nd H. B. H etzer . 

Heats of combustion and formation of t rimethylborane, 
tr iethylborane, and t ri-n-butylborane, W. H. Johnson, 
M . V. Ki lday, and E. J. P rosen. 

Pyrolysis of linear copoly mers of ethylene an d propylene, 
S. Stra us a nd L. A. Wall. 

Pyrolys is of fluorocarbon polymers, L. A. \Vall and S. Straus. 
Preparation of fluoro- a nd bromofluoroaryl compounds by 

copyrolysis of bromoflu oroalkanes. L. A. Wa ll, J . E . 
Fearn, \V. J. Pummer, and R. E. Lowry. 

Therm al stability of polydivillylbenzene and of copolymers of 
styrene with divinylbenzene and with t ribinylbenzene, 
S. Straus and S. L. Madorsky. 

Co nformations of the pyra noid sugars. IV. Infrared absorp
tion spectra of so me fully acetylated pyranoses, R. S. Tip
son and H. S. Isbell. 

A standard for the measurement of the pH of blood and other 
physiological media, V. E. Bower, M. Paabo, a nd R . G. 
Bates. 

Journal of Research. Vol. 65B, No.2, April- June 1961. 
75 cents. 

Optimal approximation fo r functions prescribed at equally 
spaced points, H . F. vVeinberger. 

Truncations in the method of intermediate probl ems for 
lower bounds to eigen values, N. W. Baz ley a nd D. W. Fox. 

Comparison t heorems for symmetric functions of character
istic roots, M. Marcus. 

Some properties of the empirical distribu t ion function of a 
random process, M. M. Siddiqui . 

Another extension of Heinz's inequality, M. Marcus. 
Mean motions in cond itionally periodic separable systems, 

J. P . Vin t i. 
Some boundary value problems involving plasma media, 

J. R. Wait. 
A new decomposition fo rmula in the theory of elasticity, 

J . H . Bramble and L. E. Payne. 
Pointwise bounds in the Cauchy problem of elastic plates, 

L . E. Payne. 

Journal of Research, Vol. 65C, No.2, April-June 1931. 75 
cents. 

An experimental study concerning t he pressuri zation an d 
st ratificat ion of liquid hydroge n, A. F. Schmidt, J. R. 
Purcell , W. A. vVJl son, a nd R. V. Smith. 

Temperature dependence of elastic constants of some 
cermet specimens, S. Spinner. 

Analog simulation of zone melting, H. L. Mason. 
Residual losses in a guard-ring micrometer-electrode holder 

for solid-disk dielectric specimens, A. H. Scott a nd W. P . 
Harris. 

A bolometer mount efficiency meas urement technique, G. F. 
Engen. 

T elescope for measurement of optic angle of mica, S. Ruthberg. 
An automatic fringe counting interferometer for use in the 

calibration of line scales, H . D. Cook and L . A. Marzetta. 

Units of weight and measure (United States customary and 
metric) definitions and tables of equivalents, NBS Misc. 
Pub!. 233 (1960) 40 cents. 

Report of t he 45th national conference on weights and 
measures 1960, NBS Misc. Pub!. 235 (1960) 75 cents. 

Measurements of absorbed dose of neut rons, a nd of mixtures 
of neutrons and gamma rays, N BS Handb. H75 (1961) 
35 cents. 

Medical X-ray protection up to t hree million volts, NBS 
Handb. H76 (1961) 25 cents. 

Precis ion measurement and calibration, S. F. Booth: E lec
t ricity and electronics, NBS Handb. 77, Vol. I (1961) 
$6.00; H eat and mecha nics, NBS Handb. 77, Vol. II (1961) 
$6.75 ; Optics, metrology, and radiation, NBS Handb. 77, 
Vol. III (1961) $7.00. 

Report of the Internationa l Commission on radiological uni ts 
and m easurements (ICRD) 1959, NBS Handb. H78 (1961) 
65 cents. 

Quarterly radio noise data- June, July, August 1960, W. Q. 
Crichlow, R. D . Disney, and M. A. J enkins, NBS TN18- 7 
(PB151377- 7) (1960) $1.75. 

VHF radio propagation data for Cedar Rapids-Sterling, 
Anchorage-Barrow, and Fargo-Churchill test paths April 
1951 through June 1958, G. R. Sugar and K. W . Sullivan. 
NBS TN79 (PB161580) (1960) $4.00. 

Bibliography of tropospheric radio wave scattering, R. L. 
Abbott, NBS TN60 (PB161581) (1960) $2.25. 

A survey of spread-f, F. N. Glover, NBS TN82 (PB161583) 
(1960) $1.75. 

Some ceramic dielectrics with a very low temperature coeffi
cient of capacitance, S. Marzullo a nd E . N. Bunting, 
J . Am. Ceram. Soc. 43, No. 11, 609, (Nov. 1960). 

Vibration-rotation bands of N,O, E. D Tidwell and E. K. 
Plyler , J . Opt. Soc. Am. 50, No. 12, 717- 720 (Dec . 1960). 

Nuclear magnetic resonance in tautalum mctal, J . I. Budnick 
and L . H. Bennett, J . Phys. Chem. Solids 16, No. 1/2, 37- 38 
(Jan. 12, 1960). 

The sample, the procedure, and t he laborator y, \V. J. Youden, 
Anal. Chem. 32, No. 13, 23A- 37A (Dec. 1960). 

S-quinolinol precipitation of t he elements, J . I. Hoffman, 
Chem. Anal. 49, No.4, 126 (Dec. 1960). 

Dipole moments of hydrocar bons, D . R. Lide, Jr., J. Chem. 
Phys. 33, No. 6, 1879 (Dec. 1960). 

Collection of ions produced by alpha particles in ai r , Z. Bay 
and H . H . Seliger, Phys. Rev. 120, No.1, 141- 143 (Oct. 1, 
1960) . 

A test of a procedure for easy estimation of representative 
monthly electron density profiles for t he ionosphere, 
J . W. Wright, J. Geophys. R esearch 65, No. 10, 3215- 3217 
(Oct. 1960) . 

A method for efficiently providin g low temperature liquids on 
a large scale to an accelerated experim ental program, 
A. K. Stober , P roc. 10th Intern. Congress of R efrigeration, 
Copenhagen, Denmark 1, No. 1, 17- 18 (P ergamon Press 
Ltd. , London, England, 1959). 

Seasonal variations in t he twilight enhan ce ment of [all 5577, 
L . R. Megill , P . M. J amnick and J. E. Cru z, J . Atmospheric 
and T efl·est. Phys. 18, 309- 314 (Aug. 1960) . 

Synthetic mica, A. V. Valkenburg, Book, Encyclopedia of 
Chemical Techniques, p. 480- 487 (Interscience Encyclo
pedia, Inc., New York, N.Y., 1960) . 

Nonresonant microwave a bsorption and relaxation frequ ency 
at elevated pressures, A. A. Maryott and G. Birnba um, 
J. Phys. Chem . 61, No. 11 , 1778- 1780 (Nov. 1960). 

Precipitation of the elements on addition of agueous ammo nia 
to t heir clear solution, J . I. Hoffman, Chem.-Ana!. 49, 
No.3, 94 (Sept. ]960) . 

Low scatter high current gas target for D- D neutrons, A. C. B. 
Richardson, Rev. Sci. Inst . 31, No. 11 , 1202- 1203 (Nov. 
1960) . 

The heat of combustion of dicyanoacetylene, G. T. Armstrong 
and S. Marantz, J . Phys. C hem. 64, 1776- 1777 (1960). 
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Evaluation of resistan ce strain gages at elevated temperatures, 
R . L. Bloss, Am. Soc . T esting Materials Proc. 1, No.1, 
9-15 (J an. 1961). 

Errors in dielectric measurements due to a sample insertio..J 
hole in a cavity, A. J . Estine, and H . E. Bussey, IRE Trans. 
Microwave Theory and Tec h. MTT- 8, No.6, 650-653 
(N ov. 1960). 

En emble method in t he theory of irreversibility, R . Zwanzig, 
J . Chem. Phys . 33, No.5, 1338-1341 (Nov. 1960) . 

Determination of pentosans. Interl aboratory comparison of 
t he aniline acetate, orcinol, and brominatiol1 methods, '"'If . K. 
Wilson and J. Mandel, T appi 43, No. 12, 998-1004 (Dec . 
1960) . 

A research for geomagnetic singular days, C. Warwick, T . 
Pohrte, and N . MacDonald, J. Geophys. R esearch 65, No. 
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